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ENTROPIES OF AUTOMORPHISMS 
OF A TOPOLOGICAL MARKOV SHIFT 

D. A. LIND 

ABSTRACT. Let a be a mixing topological Markov shift, A a weak Perron 
number, q(t) a polynomial with nonnegative integer coefficients, and r a non- 
negative rational. We construct a homeomorphism commuting with a whose 
topological entropy is log[q(A)q(l/A)]r. These values are shown to include the 
logarithms of all weak Perron numbers, and are dense in the nonnegative reals. 

1. Introduction. Let A be a square nonnegative integral matrix. We assume 
throughout that A is aperiodic in that some power of A is strictly positive. A famil- 
iar procedure [Wi] associates to A a homeomorphism UA of a totally disconnected 
compact space XA. Aperiodicity of A means that UA is topologically mixing. Such 
homeomorphisms are called topological Markov shifts or subshifts of finite type. 
For a discussion of their central role in dynamics, see [DGS]. 

Denote by aut(UA) the group of homeomorphisms of XA commuting with UA. 
The case A = [n] was studied by Hedlund and coworkers [H], whose principal moti- 
vation appears to have been cryptographic. The algebraic complexity of aut(uf[n]) is 
indicated by Hedlund's theorem that it contains an isomorphic copy of every finite 
subgroup. The proof easily extends to general UA. Although aut(UA) has been re- 
cently studied by several authors [Wa, BK, BLR], its algebraic structure remains 
mostly a mystery. No one knows, for example, whether aut(uf[2]) is generated by 
0U[2] and the involutions in the group. 

By the Curtis-Lyndon-Hedlund theorem [H], each p E aut(UA) is induced by a 
block map. Thus the topological entropy h(p) is finite. Such an automorphism p 
can be regarded as a bijective cellular automaton map [Wo], and h(p) measures the 
information flow of the map. What are the possible values of h(W) for W c aut(cA)? 
Denote this set by HA. Despite the finite nature of shift commuting maps, there 
are essentially no nontrivial exact computations of their entropy in the literature. 
One exception is Coven's calculation of the entropy of a map commuting with the 
one-sided 2-shift [C]. In particular, it was unknown whether or not HA is dense in 
[O,x). 

Our purpose here is to construct automorphisms of 0A with interesting entropies. 
We will obtain values, like log(9/2), that are sometimes not logarithms of algebraic 
integers, and which form a dense subset of [0, oo). 

To state the precise results, call A a Perron number (and write A E P) if A > 1 is 
an algebraic integer that strictly exceeds the absolute value of its other conjugates. 
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Call A > 1 weak Perron (A E WP) if some nonnegative integral power of it is 
Perron. Let Q+ {r c Q: r > O} and Z+= ZnQ+. In [L] it is shown that P 
coincides with the set of spectral radii of aperiodic Z+-matrices, and WP is the set 
of spectral radii of arbitrary Z+-matrices. Let 

A = {[q(A)q(A-1)]r: A c WP, q(t) C Z+[t], r C Q+}. 
In Theorem 1 we show that if a E A, there is a p C aut(oA) with h(p) = log a. In 
Theorem 2 we prove that WP c A. Thus our results are summarized by 

logWP C logA c HA 

for every aperiodic A. 
The construction uses markers to define two involutions in aut(crA). Their com- 

position moves buffers that reserve differing lengths of space for storing information. 
This movement causes background data from an auxiliary topological Markov shift 
to be shifted by various amounts. The whole marker-buffer-data system is topolog- 
ically conjugate to a certain skew product whose entropy can be calculated using 
results of Marcus and Newhouse [MN], leading to the numbers above. One conse- 
quence is the existence of elements in aut(UA) with exactly two measures of maximal 
entropy. This construction is also used in [BLR] to embed the countable direct sum 
of infinite cyclic groups into the automorphism group of every mixing topological 
Markov shift. 

Most of the ideas used in our construction are contained in ?2. There we find, 
for fixed q(t) c Z+[t], an automorphism of a special full shift whose entropy is 
log[q(2)q(i)]. In ?3 we show how to adapt and elaborate these ideas to prove 
Theorem 1. Some elementary estimates in ?4 prove Theorem 2. 

The author thanks the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute and the IBM 
Thomas J. Watson Research Center for their generous hospitality during visits in 
which part of this work was done. 

2. Constructing automorphisms. Suppose q(t) c Z+ [t]. We construct an 
automorphism p of the full q(1) + 3 shift with h(o) = log[q(2)q(2)]. 

If q(t) = qdtd + + qlt + qo with qi E Z+, let 

L={0,1,m} U {b-:O<i<d, 1<j<qi}. 

If q =0, there are no symbols bi3. Let UL denote the full L-shift on XL. Using 
juxtaposition to denote concatenation of symbols, create buffers of length i+ 1 from 
each bij by putting B.,= b%+l. We use i + 1 rather than i to allow several buffers 
when i = 0. 

Next we define two involutions pl and 02 in aut(UL). Consider blocks of the 
form mBtjDB,8m with data D E {0, 1}2d-i-r+3. For such blocks IDI > 3, where 
IDI denotes the length of the string D. We declare that 9p replaces mBijDBrsm 
with mBrsDBTjm and vice versa, has no other effect. Clearly p2= I, the identity, 
so 9p C aut(cL). The definition of 02 is more complicated. Let a frame be a block 
of the form 

mB,0 3ODoBrosom* Bi1j1 D1Br1 s1 m 
where Dk C {0, 1}2d-ik-rk+3 (k = 0,1), and * denotes the central symbol. We 
declare 902 to be a block map acting only on frames, and taking the above frame to 
D1oBi13 1m*Broso if rO > il, where D1 = DloD11 with D1o C {,} Ilr-ti, and to 
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Bi,j1m*BrosoDo, if ro < il, where Do = DooD01 with Dol C {0, W}ilrO. Since 'p2 

does not disturb markers and affects only symbols within d+ 1 of m*, while markers 
in a frame are spaced 2d + 3 apart, it follows that 'p2 is well defined. Although 'P2 
can affect the entries in a frame, it does nlot affect the property of being a frame. 
Hence p2= I, and 'P2 c aut(UL). 

Let 'p = 2'p1. To compute h(p), we first construct a 'p-invariant compact set 
Y such that h('p) = h(pl y). We then observe that ~p y is topologically conjugate 
to a certain skew product, whose entropy we compute using [MN]. 

Let 

Y= {X e XL: x (... mB--_D-1Br- - m*BDiojoDoBroBsomn 

where * denotes the 0th coordinate, and 

D c f{0, 1}2d-Zn-rn+3 n E Z. 
Then 'p acts on Y as follows. The buffer B- is shifted right to replace B 
and Brnsn is shifted left to replace Brn 18n- 1 The background data in Do is shifted 
by io - ro to the left by 'pi, and not shifted by 'P2. Thus near the 0th coordinate, 
the background data in the infinite string ... D_1DoD1 maintains its order and 
is shifted by i_n+ -rn_ under 'pn. 

If the defining pattern for Y is broken, buffers shifting towards the break are 
reflected to return in the opposite direction. Background data near such a break 
can move by at most a bounded amount for all iterates of 'p. 

To initiate the computation of h('p), let A partition XL by the 0th coordinate. 
For p > 0 let 

p V ?L (A), 
lil <P 

where empty intersections are discarded. Then 

h('p, AP)= lim 1log V Ni(Jqp) N-*oo0 N o ' A) 
.=O 

and since A generates under UL, 

h(Wp) lim h(p, AP). p->OO 

We assume p > 3d + 6, and estimate the cardinality of V0N op- (AP) as follows. 
For x e XL define x[a, b] to be the block XaXa+1 Xb. Say a block B occurs in a 
subshift Z C XL (and write B E Z) if there is a z E Z and a, b so that z[a, b] = B. 
First suppose F is a nonempty atom of Vj=O 'p0-(AP), and that for x c F we have 
X[-pp] X Yo = U2d+50kY. By the description of the action of 'p given above, 
we see that x[-p, p] contains a break acting as a reflecting barrier to buffers and 
data. It follows that ('pJx) [-p, p] can only contain new information from a possible 
new buffer entering from the right, another entering from the left, and a bounded 
amount of data. Since there are q(1) different buffers, we obtain 

N 

V j'p(AP) n Yc = o(q(1)2N). 
j=o 
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Thus h(p Iy) < logq(1)2. Now h(plyo) = 
max{h(ploky): 0< k < 2d +5} = 

h(pl y), and we will show that h(pl y) = log[q(2)q(1)]. Hence the evaluation of 
h(cp) follows from the next "result. 

LEMMA. Let q(t) E Z+[t]. Then 

dt q(t)q (t)] Z+ [t, t- 1]. 
Hence q(t)q(1/t) is increasing and convex on [1, oo). 

PROOF. Put f(t) = q(t)q(1/t) = Ed_d Ct3, where c- E Z+. Then 
d 

f"(t) = , j(j - 1)c3t3-2 E Z+[t,t-11. 
j=-d 

Since f'(1) = 0, the second statement follows. O 
To compute h(l y), consider B = {Bij: 0 < i < d, 1 < j < qi} as a set of 

abstract symbols. Let UB denote the shift on the space XB of all sequences of the 
Bij- For u = (Bikjk: k e Z) E XB and v = (Brksk: k e Z), define 9: XB XXB -+ Z 
by g(u,v) = io-r0. Define the skew product T - (UB X UB1) X on Z = 
XB X XB x X2 by 

T(U, V, W) = (UBU, O? VI 0 ( 'v)w). 
Our next goal is to prove Wp y is conjugate to T. 

Define 0: Y -* Z by 
0(... m*BiojoDoBrosom .) 

- ..((. BZBiljl )(... Br*0Br11 ). ... D*D1 ... 

where D* indicates the 0th coordinate at symbol d + 1 - io of Do. Note that on the 
left side Bikik denotes a block of symbols from L, while on the right it is considered 
as a single symbol from the alphabet B. Clearly 0 is a continuous bijection from Y 
to Z, and from our description of Wp y above it follows that 0p = -rO, so 0 conjugates 

yI Y with T. 
To complete an analysis of p, we use [MN] to compute h(i) = h(pl y). By 

Theorem B of [MN], 

h(T) = max{P(UB X uf I (log 2)g), P(UB X uB -(log 2)g)} 
where P denotes topological pressure. These pressures are explicitly computable, 
coincide, and by [MN, p. 111] equal 

log( , 29(Bij,Br.)) 

(Bij, Br.) E Bx B 

= log 2/- =log I: 2 E2- 
Y(Bj,Br.) 1 [ B2j (zBr ) 

= log [(?qi2) (qr2)] log [q( (2 )] 

This proves h((p) log[q(2)q(2)]. 
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We conclude this section by indicating a modification to obtain an automorphism 
p with h(p) = rlog[q(2)q(2)] for r E Q+. By using powers, it suffices to find, for 
given n > 1, an automorphism with entropy (1/n) log[q(2)q(2)]. Fixing n, replace 
the symbol m with n distinct symbols mo, m1,... , mn1, expanding L to 

Imo,Ml, . ... i Mn_l,O l} U jbij3: O < i' < di 1 < j < qi}. 

Define 9p and (02 in aut(UL) as above with m replaced by mo. Define (03 to be the 
1-block map 03(mj) = mj+l(modn). Put W = 953p201. Let Y be the compact set 
above, except with m replaced by mo. Then Wn I y = y2,1 l Y, and estimates as 
before show h((Tn I y) = h(~Tn). Hence 

nh(p) = h(p2p1) = log[q(2)q(1/2)], 

concluding the verification that p has the stated entropy. 

3. Extension to general topological Markov shifts. The constructions in 
?2 took place on a special full shift. We show here how to imitate these ideas to 
construct automorphisms of a general mixing subshift of finite type, and how to 
employ background data from an arbitrary subshift of finite type instead of the 
2-shift. This yields the automorphisms described in ?1. 

THEOREM 1. Let UA be a mixing topological Markov shift, A E WP, q(t) E 
Z+ [t], and r E Q+ . There is an automorphism p of UA with 

h(p) = rlog[q(A)q(1/A)]. 

PROOF. We will construct p E aut(UA) with h(p) = log[q(A)q(1/A)]. By cycling 
markers and taking powers as in ?2, it is possible to obtain this entropy multiplied 
by an arbitrary r E Q+. The argument is the same, and will be omitted. 

Since A E WP, by [L] there is an irreducible 0-1 matrix E with spectral radius 
A. Let e = dim E, and set N = q(1) + e + 1. We first find N blocks of equal length 
in XA so that no (not necessarily distinct) pair can overlap at all, with the trivial 
exception that each block entirely overlaps itself. 

Since UA is mixing and nontrivial, there must be a loop iOil ... ikiO E XA of 
distinct symbols with k > 1. Furthermore, one of these symbols, which we can 
assume is io, is followed by a symbol jl 7I il. First suppose jl 7& io. Choose 
a path of minimal length from ji to the loop, say jlj2 ... JrJs. The case r = 0 
is possible and corresponds to jl = i8 for some s 7& 0,1. Define a = iO...ik, 
/ = iOjl3j2 ... jr's * ik. Then the N blocks a23r+lao/N+l-r for 1 < r < N have 
no nontrivial overlaps. If ji = io, put a = il 'rio, and use a2iOoaiO -r+1 for 
1 < r < N. 

Label these blocks by p,/3ij (O < i < d, 1 < j < qi), and 6i (0 < i < e- 1), 
and put A = {6i: 0 < i < e - 1}. Then every point in XA decomposes uniquely 
into nonoverlapping occurrences of these blocks, separated by other strings. Now 
define p = 9291 as follows. Put Bij -= /i+1. The automorphism 9p replaces 
iiBijDBrsII with puBr,DBij,u and vice versa, where D = ... 6ik' k = 2d - i - 
r + 3, and l ***k 4E XE. To construct 92, define a frame to be a block of the 
form pBiojoDOBroso/t*Bi1jiDlBr,si/, where Dk E A2d-ikrk+3 (k = 0, 1) and 
the subscripts of the 6's appearing in DoD1 form a block in XE. As in ?2, (02 
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is defined to be a block map acting only on frames, and taking the above frame 
to D1oBi1jLp*Broso if ro > il, where D1 = D10D11 with D1o E Aro-i1, and to 
Bi1j1i/*BrosoDO1 if ro < i1, where DO = DooD01 with Dol E Ail-ro. Noting 
that such a block map preserves the frame property, including the condition that 
DoD1 E XE, the reasoning of ?2 applies to prove that A2 is a well-defined involution 
in aut(A). 

As in ?2, set 
Y = {xEXA: x= (... *Bi0j0DoBrosom .)}. 

where |Bikj =k rksk|-(2d+5)Ip,I for n E Z and D_1DOD1 E XE. Arguing 
as before, Y is n-invariant, h(p) = h(pl y), and WI y is conjugate to the skew 
product i- = (UB X cTB) x 4g. The calculation of h(r) in [MN] proves that 

h(p) = h(pl y) = h(,r) = P(UB x 1 , (log A)g) = log[q(A)q(1/A)] l~~~~ 
completing the proof. El 

4. Automorphisms with Perron entropies. The set A defined in ?1 is a 
collection of algebraic numbers dense in [1, oo). Which algebraic integers are in A? 
The following is a partial answer. 

THEOREM 2. WP c A. 

PROOF. The rough ideas are that for large itI the function (1 + t)(1 + t-1) is 
essentially t + 2, and that if A E P has the absolute value of its other conjugates 
<A-4, then A-2E P. 

Specifically, let 7r E WP and choose k so that A = 7rk E P. Since A is closed 
under taking roots, we need only find n so that An E A. Let A have conjugates 
A1 = A .2..*. ,Ad, where IAj I < A (j ? 2). Choose n large enough so An > JA I + 6 
(j > 2). The roots of 
(*) (1 + t)(1 + t-1) = z 
are 

f ?(z) = (z - 2 ? /_z2 ~4z) 
where z denotes the standard branch. We will show that a = f+(An) is Perron, 
which will prove that ir = [(1 + ae)(1 + a-1)]i/nk E A. 

Since A is integral, (*) with z = An is monic in t with integral coefficients, so oa 
is integral. Note that 

If?(z)I < 1 {IzI + 2 + 81lz12 +41zl} < Iz + 2. 

Furthermore, since 4/(An - 2)2 < 1, 

C)f+(An) = 1(An-2) 1+ 41- (A2 2)2} 

> 1 (An -2) {2 - (A4) > An~ -3. 
2 { (An - 2)2} 

Now the other conjugates of a are either f_ (An) or have the form f? (Ar) (j> 2). 
Clearly f(A>n) < a, and since IAinI + 6 < An we have 

lf?(A')I < ?JA' + 2 < An - 4 < f+(An) = a, 
proving a E P and completing the proof. O 
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